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GC STREAKIN OKEY (#9)

Dont Look Bac (#5)

Mr Speedygonzalez (#4)

Exacta:  5-9/4-5-9, $4.  Tri:  5-9/4-5-9/2-4-5-8-9, $12.  Daily Double:  4-5-9/6, $6.

PARKER’S
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Couldn’t quite get the job done when favored in Oregon last, but he gets a 
another 100 yards in this spot, best guess in a toss-up.
Also ran in Oregon when second in his last, he is another who should like the 
added yardage today, expect good try.
Been away over two months since his last but he clearly would be no surprise.

DROP VOLLEY (#6)

The Prime Mover (#7)

Holmes Harbor (#2)

Exacta:   6/2-7, 2-7/6, $4.  Tri:  6/2-7/1-2-3-4-7, $8.  Pick 3:  6/4-5/2-3-5, $6.

Was outfinished late when second after being heavily bet in his last, he again 
figures to be a big favorite, can make amends.
Fifth to similar in his most recent, he should track the top chpice early in here 
and may be able to outfinish that one late.
First time starter looks ready off workouts and he should have some ability.

HEZA WITCH HOCTOR (#5)

Dancing Yodeler (#4)

Fighting City Hall (#2)

Exacta:  4-5/2-4-5, cost $4.  Trifecta:   4-5/2-4-5/1-2-4-5-6, $12.
Pick 3:   4-5/3-5/1-2, cost $8.

Ran gamely to edge War Wizard in his last, he draws outside the other early 
speed and should be right there from the start.
Mawing was up in his last and he responded with a big stretch run to beat 
slightly easier, he looks capable of repeating.
Eleven-year-old ran big to beat Advancement last, should get part here.

COME ON COZZENE (#5)

Nobluffjustgo (#3)

Redseasalt (#2)

Exacta:   3-5/2-3-5, cost $4.  Trifecta:   3-5/2-3-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.  
Pick 3:   3-5/1-2/1-7, cost $8. 

Caught a speed favoring surface when going wire to wire last, but she again 
might be able to control the early pace, repeat within reach.
Fourth to tougher in her most recent, she drops down in claiming price and 
looks reliable for another big try.
Trouble last when fourth, she figures to be close by throughout.

I KEEP SAYING (#2)

Country Rules (#1)

Polish Dollar (#5)

Exacta:  1-2/1-2-5, cost $4.  Trifecta:  1-2/1-2-5/1-2-4-5-6, $12. 
Pick 3:  1-2/1-7/1-4, cost $8.

Consistent veteran was second when favored last but he still ran pretty well and 
again looms the one to beat.
Third in each of his last two but in both races he was parked out wide, he moves 
inside today and gets Mawing, may give the top choice all that one can handle.
Didn’t get the best of trips when routing last, he is hard to separate from the top two.

CHA CHA LATTE (#7)

Seattle Game (#1)

Agoodlawyer Willdo (#3)

Exacta:  1-7/1-3-7, $4.  Tri:  1-7/1-3-7/1-2-3-4-7, $12.  Pick 3:  1-7/1-4/2-7, $8.   

Clear second to Perfect Pie when facing similar last, she gives her best each and 
every time and is hard to bet against.
Winner of seventeen races lifeitme is one tough customer, she will have to deal 
with Ducoti early but again will have to be caught.
Second throughout in her last while routing, she will be close by late.

Super:   1-2/1-2-5/1-2-4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $12.

Super:   3-5/2-3-5/1-2-3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.

Super:   4-5/2-4-5/1-2-4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $12. 

Super:  6/2-7/2-3-7/1-2-3-4-7, $6.   Pick 4:  6/4-5/2-3-5/1-2, $6.

Super:   5-9/4-5-9/2-4-5-8-9/2-4-5-8-9, $12.     Pick 3:  4-5-9/6/4-5, cost $6. 

Super:  1-7/1-3-7/1-2-3-4-7/1-2-3-4-7, $12.  Pick 5:  1-7/1-4/2-4-7/5/1-4-6, $18.  
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MORE STRAWBERRIES (#1)

Tale Spinner (#4)

Can’t Get Enough (#5)

Exacta:   1-4/1-4-5, $4.  Tri:  1-4/1-4-5/1-3-4-5-6, $12.  Pick 3:  1-4-5/2-4-7/5, $9.

Good try when beaten a neck in fast time while sprinting last, he is bred to 
love a mile and should get a nice stalking trip from just off the lead early.
Make his first start of the year here and he shows a nice string of workouts and 
should get a fast pace to run at, definite danger.
Nice effort in a sprint last, he goes back to the distance of his last win today.

Super:  1-4/1-4-5/1-3-4-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, $12.  Pick 4:   1-4-5/2-4-7/5/1-4-6, $13.50

OLDTIMERS VISION (#7)

Stikeine Slough (#2)

Zoomzoomania (#4)

Exacta:   2-7/2-4-7, cost $4. Trifecta:    2-7/2-4-7/2-4-5-6-7, $12.

Pick 3:   2-4-7/5/1-4-6, cost $9.

Upset winner when 14-1 in his first try around two turns last, that was only his 
third start this year and he can continue to improve, edge in a tough heat.
Outfinished by the top choice last in his first route effort, he again figures to be 
on the lead right from the start, wire to wire danger.
Third in a fast heat for the level, he is bred to loving routing, big chance.

ETHAN’S BABY (#5)

Seeking the Light (#1)

Boss Lori (#2)

Exacta:    5/1-2-4, cost $3. Trifecta:   5/1-2-4/1-2-3-4, cost $9.  

Daily Double:   5/1-4-6, cost $6.

Was pretty impressive in her debut, she has worked very well since that race, 
tab to repeat.
Also ran very well in her debut while winning, she looks a bit quicker early 
than the top choice and will have to be caught.
Second in a stakes in her first lifetime start, she must be considered.

SUDDENLY ADELE (#4)

Photo Safari (#6)

Parker’s Prospect (#1)

Exacta:  4-6/1-4-6, cost $4. Trifecta:   4-6/1-4-6/1-2-4-5-6, $12. 

Stopped badly in a route try last, but she is back in a sprint, appears the 
quickest early in here and gets call for that reason.
Made a nice run in the stretch to break her maiden first out, she worked well 
after that race and has every right to improve.
Third in each of her last two starts, she might get right trip.

Super:   4-6/1-4-6/1-2-4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $12.  

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS

for Sunday Afternoon, July 27th, 2014

Super:  5/1-2-4/1-2-4/1-2-3-4, cost $4.

Super:   2-7/2-4-7/2-4-5-6-7/2-4-5-6-7, $12.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
ETHAN’S BABY in the ninth. SEATTLE GAME in the sixth.

Today’s Exotic Play: 
Race 2, $.50 Pick 4:  6/4-5/2-3-5/1-2, cost $6.
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TRIBALIST (#11)
Bookworm (#2)

What a View (#3)

SOUL FLYER (#9)
Princess Bertrando (#2)

Desert Steel (#1)

FREINDLY BANTER (#3)
Street Serenade (#1)

Tenkiller Kid (#7)

CHATI’S ON TOP (#7)
Sweet Boss (#5)

Sunset Skies (#6)

MEGA HEAT (#10)
Unusual Heatwave (#8)

Ethnic Dance (#12)

TIM’S GO GIRL (#7)
Nothing But Air (#12)

Betty Bing Bing (#3)

STARLET O’HARA (#1)
Midnight Candy (#7)

Make the Sun Shine (#9)

SEEKING THE SHERIF (#5)
Declassify (#3)
Goldencents (#2)
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Del Mar Santa Rosa Hastings
Race Selections for Sunday, July 27th, 2014

BAR JF HOT TICKET (#4)
Bar Jf Red Ticket (#3)

Senorita (#5)

NIVOURS ROMANCE (#1)
Assuddengift Mhf (#3)

Aimee Oakley Pw (#4)

RENO ROCKET (#5)
Ready to Jam (#3)

Just Jumped In (#2)

OUR MAN CLINT (#4)
Significat (#6)

One Hot Shark (#1)

NINNAVEE (#3)
Fashionably Rich (#2)

Millenium Brew (#4)

HALO DOLLY (#2)
Sing and Tell (#1)

Freedom Reigns (#3)

MORNING STORM (#5)
Di Conti (#4)

Supercabras (#7)

TWAIN’S TITAN (#8)
Extensive (#4)
Shadow Runner (#1)

TWO PUMP (#6)
Paris in April (#5)

Power of Ten (#1)

CASINO BOSS (#5)
Deputy’s Command (#2)

Michael’s Glory (#1)

DEADSET (#2)
S.L. Express (#5)

Red Riverman (#3)

LORD HARLOW (#3)
Shingen Bolt (#4)

Le Facteur Wow (#1)

ROYAL VICTOR (#5)
Yurwishismycommand (#3)

Imadudewitatitude (#1)

LEO’S IN THE HOUSE (#5)
Castrati (#6)

Sterling Remark (#1)

HOCKLEY (#4)
C C’s Diamond (#6)

Toccet’s Charm (#1)

PROMISE GLORY (#2)
Fashionisto (#1)

Devon Way (#4)

PERSONAL DIARY (#4)
Sistas Stroll (#2)

Alexis Tangier (#8)

Q’VIVA (#11)
Miss Kit Kat (#4)
Runningwiththelute (#3)

ELEGANT BEL (#10)
Mirrabella (#3)

Hot Rock Hallie (#1)


